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Abstract: Causality in abusive head trauma has never been fully established and hence no gold

standard exists for the diagnosis. Implications hereof include bias introduced by circular reasoning

and a shift from a trustful doctor patient relationship to a distrustful one when the caregiver state-

ment is questioned. In this paper we examine seven recent abusive head trauma studies including

476 diagnosed abuse cases for circular reasoning as well as the role of the caregiver statement in

the diagnosis. Secondly, we present a novel ranking scale for the diagnosis of abusive head trauma

designed to minimize circular reasoning. We found circularity to be a potential source of bias in all

seven studies. The caregiver statement (lack of trauma mechanism or trauma mechanism considered

incompatible with clinical findings) was listed as a diagnostic item in 329 (69%) of 476 cases.

Applying our ranking scale to the abuse cases showed that the demands of our ranking scale were

not fulfilled in 440 (92%) cases. We conclude that most abuse cases in the studies were, to some

extent, diagnosed on criteria based on circular reasoning. The caregiver statement was one of the

most frequently used diagnostic items. Hypothetically, caregivers offer no or inadequate explana-

tion to the clinical findings in assumed abuse cases. Thus, when this feature is encountered, it is

regarded as indicative of abuse adding further to the risk of circularity bias.

We propose the use of our novel ranking scale in abusive head trauma research in an effort to

minimize circular reasoning.
� 2016 The International Association of Law and Forensic Sciences (IALFS). Production and hosting by

Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Box 1 Ranking scale for the diagnosis of AHT suggested by

Maguire et al.9

Abuse

ranking

Criteria used to define abuse

1 Abuse confirmed at case conference or civil, family,

or criminal court proceedings or admitted by

perpetrator or independently witnessed

2 Abuse confirmed by stated criteria, including

multidisciplinary assessment

3 Abuse diagnosis defined by stated criteria

4 Abuse stated as occurring, but no supporting detail

given as to how it was determined

5 Abuse stated simply as ‘‘suspected”; no details on

whether it was confirmed
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1. Introduction

In 1971 pediatric neurosurgeon Gutkelch hypothesized, that
intracranial and intraocular bleeding in children with no exter-

nal signs of injury was the result of shaking.1 Radiologist Caf-
fey subsequently published on the subject in a similar vein.2

This hypothesis has been subjected to debate because the cau-

sal connection between exposure and clinical findings has
never been established. It is unclear if shaking on its own is
forceful enough to produce the clinical findings or if there is
a lucid interval between exposure and onset of symptoms.

Additionally, re-bleeding of a chronic subdural hematoma
and strokes has been suggested as the cause of clinical findings
in suspected abuse cases.3–6 Despite these controversies it is

widely accepted that the triad findings of subdural hemorrhage
(SDH), retinal hemorrhage (RH) and encephalopathy are
pathognomonic or highly specific for the syndrome known

today as ‘‘Abusive Head Trauma” (AHT), so named by the
AAP committee COCAN (American Academy of Pediatrics
and Committee on Child Abuse and Neglect).7

Because the causal connection between exposure and clini-
cal findings has never been established, no gold standard or
standard case definition for AHT exists. Often clinical findings
are occult and only investigated and disclosed when they are

suspected and since the background population prevalence of
these findings is unknown, the same applies to their predictive
value. When there is no standard definition of abuse, it is often

defined by the same variables that are subsequently analyzed
as variables of abuse. Or, as stated by Piteau et al., ‘‘As there
are no standardized criteria for the definition of abuse, most

authors developed their own criteria, and many of these are
fraught with circular reasoning”.8

Recent attempts have been made to combine data from

several observational studies to identify common diagnostic
ground which has resulted in a substantial increase in clinical
findings considered indicative of AHT.8–10 These findings
now include subdural hemorrhage, cerebral ischemia, retinal

hemorrhages, skull fractures, intracranial injury, metaphyseal
fractures, long bone fracture, rib fracture, seizure, apnea,
bruising of the head, neck, ear and torso and no adequate his-

tory of trauma. The predictive value of this increasing list of
findings is unknown and as long as research is fraught with cir-
cularity bias, the attempt to identify common diagnostic

ground is more or less futile.
Circularity bias in AHT studies has received increased

attention by several authors and different approaches have
been suggested with the specific aim of avoiding circular-

ity.8,11,12 Among these is the ranking scale developed by
Maguire et al.9 (Box 1). However, ‘‘. . .for features that have
been traditionally associated with abuse (such as subdural

hemorrhage and retinal hemorrhage), this ranking scale does
not compensate well for circularity” as suggested by Piteau
et al.8

When the causative mechanisms in AHT are unclear, the
evaluation of the proposed injury mechanism offered by the
caregiver becomes important. Hypothetically, caregivers offer

no or inadequate explanation to the clinical findings in
assumed abuse cases. Thus, when this feature is encountered,
it is regarded as indicative of abuse adding further to the risk
of circular reasoning as well as creating an atmosphere of dis-

trust in the doctor–patient relationship.
The objective of this short paper falls in two parts; firstly we
examine recent AHT studies for possible bias caused by circu-

lar reasoning as well as the role of the caregiver statement in
the abuse diagnosis. Secondly, we present a novel ranking scale
designed specifically with the intent of avoiding circularity in

AHT studies.

2. Methods and results

Two recent AHT studies were selected based on the study
design and number of abuse cases. The studies’ inclusion crite-
ria were examined for circularity and checked against our own

suggested ranking scale for abuse. The first study was
conducted in 2011 by Maguire et al.9 who selected 14 AHT
studies identified as ‘‘high quality comparative studies”. Of
these, six entered the study based on data availability. Only

cases of confirmed abuse as defined by the ranking scale previ-
ously presented by the authors were included. The other study
was conducted in 2013 by Hymel et al.10 who aimed at deriving

a clinical prediction rule that, if validated, could be used as a
tool for excluding AHT by identifying predictive clinical vari-
ables. They conducted their study from 14 pediatric intensive

care units across the USA and the study population consisted
of children less than three years old with acute head-injury
admitted for intensive care. Children were categorized as

abused by the following six definitional criteria which, accord-
ing to the authors, were selected specifically to avoid circular-
ity; admission by caregiver, independently witnessed abuse,
caregiver denying head trauma, inconsistencies in the account

by caregiver over time, caregiver account inconsistent with the
developmental state of the child and presence of extracranial
injuries considered suspicious of abuse. The following clinical

variables were identified as predictive; acute respiratory com-
promise, seizures, bruising of ear, neck or torso, subdural hem-
orrhage and skull fracture.

The ranking scale we developed has three levels; ranking 1,
2 and 3. Ranking 1 is regarded as first grade evidence followed
by ranking 2 and 3 in declining order.

Ranking 1: Recorded. With the introduction of smart cell-
phones follows a potential for recording everyday events
in spontaneous home-videos. We consider it likely that

the number of recorded cases of abuse (as well as accidents)
of small children and infants will increase and we regard



Table 2 Distribution of cases according to our ranking scale.

Study Diagnosed

abuse cases

Recorded Witnessed Confessed

n Age

(years)

Rank 1 Rank2 Rank 3

Hettler and

Greenes16
49 0–3 0 1 0

Kemp et al.17 65 0–2 0 0 19

Hobbs et al.18 106 0–2 0 0 0

Bechtel

et al.19
15 0–2 0 0 1

Ettaro et al.12 89 0–3 0 0 0

Vinchon

et al.20
57 0–2 0 0 0

Hymel et al.10 95 0–3 0 1 14

Sum all

studies

476 0–3 0 2 34
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this as first grade evidence. Additionally, it has the advan-

tage of showing the biomechanics of the accident/injury.
Ranking 2: Independently witnessed. In witnessed abuse
cases it must be clarified whether or not there is a conflict

between the involved parties, e.g., a conflict over custody.
As such, every witnessed case must be rigorously examined
for bias caused by conflict of interest.
Ranking 3: Confessed abuse. It should be noted that this cri-

terion is fraught with caveats. Firstly, it must be clarified
what is being confessed to. Is it shaking of a baby in an
effort to revive it or is it shaking of a baby in a fit of anger?

How exactly was the baby shaken? There might be many
different connotations to the concept of shaking. Secondly,
are there any judicial consequences of the confession, like a

plea bargain instead of a much longer imprisonment? Was
the confession given at the presentation to the hospital or
after police interrogation? The broad scope of problems
with confessions in AHT cases has been presented by

Deorah Tuerkheimer,13 and the issue of producing false
memories of committing a crime was presented by Shaw
and Porter.14 The often used Reid technique of interroga-

tion based on psychological manipulation carries a clear
risk of false confessions.15

Results are presented in Tables 1–3. Table 1 shows the pro-
portion of cases with overlapping between diagnostic criteria
and explanatory variables for AHT. There is a substantial

overlap in regard to both caregiver statement as well as the
classic triad findings. Table 2 shows the distribution of cases
according to our ranking scale. There was a total of 476 abuse
cases of which 34 were cases of confessed abuse (ranking 3)

and two were cases of witnessed abuse (ranking 2). There were
no cases of recorded abuse (ranking 1). Thus 92% of the 476
subjects diagnosed as abuse victims did not fulfill the demands

of our ranking scale. Table 3 shows the proportion of cases in
which the caregiver statement is a diagnostic item for abuse.
Table 1 Diagnostic criteria for abusive head trauma. The propor

explanatory variables for individual variables.

Study Inclusion criteria, n Aim C

s

Bechtel

et al.19
<2 yrs, n = 15, head

injury with computed

tomography

Identifying clinical variables 1

Ettaro

et al.12
<3 yrs, n = 89,

intracranial hemorrhage,

skull fracture

Identifying clinical variables 8

Hettler

et al.16
<3 yrs, n = 49,

intracranial hemorrhage

Diagnostic value of caregiver

statement

4

Hobbs

et al.18
<2 yrs, n = 106, subdural

hemorrhage/effusion

Identifying clinical variables 4

Kemp

et al.17
<2 yrs, n = 65, subdural

hemorrhage/effusion

Apnea and brainswelling in

AHT

2

Vinchon

et al.20
<2 yrs, n = 57,

craniocerebral findings

Identifying clinical variables 5

Hymel

et al.10
<3 yrs, n = 95,

craniocerebral findings

Derive an AHT prediction

rule from characteristics of

AHT

6

a Authors comment: ‘‘In the construct of our study, however, we could

retinal hemorrhage in child abuse remains a self-fulfilling prophecy”.
The caregiver statement was listed as a diagnostic item in all
seven studies and highlighted as contributory to the abuse

diagnosis in 329 (69%) of the 476 cases. Five studies specified
the caregiver statement as ‘‘no history, minor trauma or devel-
opmentally incompatible history”.

3. Discussion

We found a substantial overlap between diagnostic criteria and

explanatory variables in all seven studies and conclude that cir-
cular reasoning is a serious problem in AHT studies. There is a
tendency to include infants with SDH in study populations

and classify those with diagnostic criteria, primarily a rejected
caregiver statement, as abused. Clinical findings in this group
such as apnea, seizures, cerebral edema and other expected
tion of cases with overlapping between diagnostic criteria and

aregiver

tatement

Subdural

hematoma

Retinal

hemorrhage

Skeletal

findings

Combination of

extra-cranial

findings

4/15 12/15 9/15 4/15

6/89 58/89 28/89

7/49 43/49 39/49 6/49

1/97 106/106 55/106 51/106

1/65 65/65 31/65

7/57 46/57 42/57a

3/95 53/95

not obviate the circularity bias, and the evaluation of the incidence of



Table 3 The proportion of cases in which the caregiver

statement is a diagnostic item for abuse.

Study Diagnosed

abuse cases

Caregiver

statement

diagnostic

Caregiver statement

further specified as ‘‘No

history/minor trauma or

developmentally

incompatible history”
n Age

(years)

n (%)

Hettler

and

Greenes16

49 0–3 47 (96%) 34/13

Kemp

et al.17
65 0–2 21 (32%) Not specified

Hobbs

et al.18
106 0–2 41 (39%) 0/41

Bechtel

et al.19
15 0–2 14 (93%) 12/2

Ettaro

et al.12
89 0–3 86 (97%) 33/53

Vinchon

et al.20
57 <2 57 (100%) Not specified

Maguire

et al.9
381 0–3 266 (70%)

Hymel

et al.10
95 <3 63 (66%) 32/31

Total

sum

476 329 (69%) 111/140
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findings in a brain injured infant are hereafter added to a list of
diagnostic variables suspected of being associated with abuse.
As commented by one of the authors of the studies selected for

this study, ‘‘In the construct of our study, however, we could
not obviate the circularity bias, and the evaluation of the inci-
dence of retinal hemorrhage in child abuse remains a self-

fulfilling prophecy”.11 The question is how many more clinical
variables associated with abuse remain self-fulfilling prophe-
cies in AHT?

Our suggested ranking scale was applied to seven AHT

studies specifically aimed at avoiding circularity bias. Accord-
ing to our ranking scale, only 36 (8%) of 476 alleged abuse
cases could be considered included in research reasonably free

from circularity bias.
In 329 (69%) of 476 alleged abuse cases one of the diagnos-

tic criteria was the rejection of the caregiver statement. Lack of

trauma mechanism, minor trauma mechanism or trauma
mechanism believed to be incompatible with the clinical
findings is often interpreted as a sign of guilt. As stated by
Hettler et al. ‘‘The most highly predictive historical feature

for abuse is having no history of trauma”16 and Vinchon
et al.: ‘‘The medical diagnosis of child abuse was made in cases
of traumatic lesions found in the absence of a history of a

trauma or in cases in which the history of trauma changed
from one report to another or was incompatible with the
child´s developmental age and/or the traumatic findings”.20

Thus, the decision by the physician to reject the narrative by
the caregiver becomes a central element in the diagnostic pro-
cess. This interpretation of the caregiver statement poses an

inherent risk of misdiagnosis since all unwitnessed injuries will
invariably be deemed suspicious of abuse when no trauma
mechanism is offered. Furthermore, the criteria are flawed by
circular reasoning. None of the examined studies have offered
any reasoning for this assumption and we must conclude that
there remains a need for scientific scrutiny of why the credibil-
ity of the caregivers is devaluated. The opposite hypothesis

must also be tested; that the caregivers are truthful and that
their narratives indicate a pathophysiological or accidental
causation of the clinical findings. In this light, a minor trauma

such as a short fall, which was reported by caregivers in 140
(56%) of 251 cases, suggests that such traumas might in fact
produce the clinical findings. Additionally 44% of caregivers

offered no trauma mechanism suggesting that an undiagnosed
illness such as a venous thrombosis or rebleeding from a
chronic subdural effusion caused the finding.

Circularity bias renders the diagnostic value of classical triad

findings and diagnostic algorithms very low. This might explain
the findings by Colville-Ebeling et al. who tested the diagnostic
algorithms for abuse proposed byHymel andMaguire onmate-

rial from the National Inpatient Sample database (NIS
KIDS).21 This testing showed, that according to theHymel algo-
rithm every second brain injured child was to be considered

abused. According to the Maguire algorithm, almost all brain
injured children fit the definitional criteria of abuse. Such low
predictabilitymeans that the rate of false positives is so high that

the criterion-based abuse diagnosis is without meaning.
As the consequences of false positive as well as false nega-

tive abuse allegations are very harmful to the child, the whole
family and society we consider it urgent that research in this

field is carried out with a minimum of circularity bias. We thus
propose that such research is sought to be conducted with
cases selected according to our ranking scale for criteria to

define abuse.
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